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specialization in Mariology. In addition, graduate level programs lead to certification in Marian studies after presentation of a thesis. In conjunction with the University of Dayton and the Marianum, the Institute’s courses are to aid priests, religious and lay people to deepen their knowledge of Christian doctrine and spirituality as well as to understand the importance of the mystery of Mary as outlined in Lumen Gentium and Marialis Cultus. Auditors are admitted to the program. Some scholarships are available to students at the Institute, as are fellowships for scholars engaged in independent research.

For further information write to: IMRI, University of Dayton, Dayton, Ohio 45469-0001.

MARIAN LIBRARY STUDIES

MARIAN LIBRARY STUDIES, founded in 1951, began its New Series in 1969. It is an annual for the publication, in the principal research languages, of scholarly articles fostering the renewal and development of Marian studies by integrating them with other spheres of research:

- Critical editions of texts
- Historical bibliography
- Historical research and its documentation: studies, chronicles, miscellanea
- Comparative studies in religion, theology, spirituality, archeology, iconography, symbolism, religious anthropology, psychology...
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